This course will introduce students to a range of contemporary critical and philosophical approaches whose focus is contextual and discursive rather than textual and hermeneutic. Franco Moretti’s term “distant reading” might serve a convenient shorthand for this range of approaches, though we’ll be looking at a wider range of texts than this term alone would suggest.

The course is designed to encourage students to think about culture in terms of a set of interrelated concepts: assemblages and networks, materiality, and circulation. Will Straw’s article “The Circulatory Turn” provides an accessible overview of major texts dealing with these concepts, and a convincing narrative about the necessity of considering them in concert. Many of the texts we’ll be looking at consider some or all of these concepts simultaneously, but they each have their particular strengths. The overall structure of the course, then, will itself be a survey that will provide students with enough information to pursue particular trajectories of their own devising later in their studies.

Course Objectives

1. Expose students to key introductory texts in the intellectual trajectories that make the concept of distant reading possible (circulation theory, archaeology and discourse analysis, Actor-Network Theory, Articulation Theory, Materialities of Communication, Object-Oriented Ontology, etc.)
2. Provide students with the opportunity to develop an effective scholarly online writing style
3. Provide a low-risk opportunity for students to test out some of the methods of distant reading other than writing
4. Involve students in the collaborative production of interdisciplinary knowledge
5. Provide some basic training in textual markup and blogging practice
Course Requirements

Class participation (20%)

Class participation includes attendance, discussion, in-class writing and contributions to class website other than the Probes (see below). All students are responsible for doing all readings, period. I expect you to be in class on time, and ready to contribute to discussion. I also encourage you to locate media examples and objects to bring to the class to broaden our discussion. If you can find time to post them to the class website before we meet, even better.

Probes (2 probes x 25% = 50%)

Each class member will be responsible for producing a minimum of two short “probes” over the course of the term (you’ll be marked on your best two). These probes will focus on the relationship between some aspect of the theoretical readings for a particular week and one or more cultural objects relevant to the subject at hand. Students are encouraged to select their own objects, in consultation with me; I’m also happy to make suggestions. All probes must include some visual element, and will be about 1500 words in length.

Note that there is no term paper for this course. Consider your probes as the starting point for papers that you might write after the course is over. Though the tone of a probe can be more casual than the tone of a formal paper, you are still responsible for providing a List of Works Cited for your probe (MLA style, please), with web links where appropriate for online sources.

Each week, there’ll be two or three students presenting probes as a device for stimulating in-class discussion. In class itself, you’ll have 10 minutes to present your probe (not read it). Slides or other audiovisual aids are helpful. Part of your mark will depend on how successful you are in this respect.

Note that you will be responsible for posting your probes to the class website a full week before their due date. All class members will treat all probes as part of the required course readings. The people writing probes for a particular week will be responsible for beginning discussion, but everyone else must be ready to engage with the issues that the probes raise.

Distant Reading Boot Camp (2 x 15% = 30%)

From October 17 to November 21, each week has a Distant Reading Boot Camp exercise associated with it. You are required to complete any two of these exercises, and post the results to the class website by the appropriate date, with a short explanation and assessment of the relative success (or failure) of the exercise.
If you wish, your boot camp exercise can be associated with one of your probes, or not. Whether you choose to do both in a given week will depend on your individual working style and available time.

You may use whatever tools you wish to complete these exercises, from crayons to sophisticated software, as long as your stylistic choice is somehow appropriate to the critical approach you take to your subject (this should be a topic of discussion in your explanatory text).

Schedule

September 5: Introduction

September 12: Toward an Ethnography of Forms

*Circulation*


September 19: Mess, and What To Do With It

*Actor-Network Theory and Messy Methodology*

September 26: To Interpret or Not?

*Materialities of Communication and Media Historiography*


October 3: Relative Beginnings and Surface Relations

*Foucauldian Archaeology and Discourse Analysis*


October 10: Drawing Things Together

*Articulation, Assemblages and Actor-Network Theory*


October 17: Writing About Objects

Object-Oriented Ontology and Actor-Network Theory


BOOT CAMP: write a brief probe (500–1000 words) about an object of your choice ... in Markdown (see http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/). Convert the Markdown to HTML using one of the many available tools to do so. Post the HTML version of your probe to the site, and email both the Markdown and the HTML to me as separate documents.

October 24: Graphs

Distant Reading


BOOT CAMP: Produce a graph or information visualization (any style) of a text or small corpus of texts that provides some new insight into it, and post it to the website. Include a short explanatory text (>500 words) outlining the appropriateness of your choice of graph or visualization style, tools (if any), and textual object.

October 31: Maps

Distant Reading


**BOOT CAMP**: Produce a map (any style) of a text that provides some new insight into it, and post it to the website. Include a short explanatory text (>500 words) outlining the appropriateness of your choice of mapping style, tools (if any), and textual object.

**November 7: Trees**

*Distant Reading*


Additional readings TBA

**BOOT CAMP**: Produce a tree diagram (any style) of a text or texts that provides some new insight into it/them, and post it to the website. Include a short explanatory text (>500 words) outlining the appropriateness of your choice of diagram style, tools (if any), and textual object(s).

**November 14: Networks**

*Distant Reading*

Selections from *Amodern 2: Network Archaeology* (fall 2013).

http://www.amodern.net/


http://litlab.stanford.edu/LiteraryLabPamphlet2.pdf

**BOOT CAMP**: Produce a network diagram (any style) of a text or texts that provides some new insight into it/them, and post it to the website. Include a short explanatory text (>500 words) outlining the appropriateness of your choice of network visualization style, tools (if any), and textual object(s).
November 21: Fucking Things Up

*Deformance and Glitch Theory*


**BOOT CAMP:** Fuck something up and post it to the website. Your approach can be digital or analog. Include a short explanatory text (>500 words) outlining the appropriateness of your choice of glitching or deformation style, what the glitch or deformation reveals about the object, and the tools you used (if any).

November 28: Conclusions, Before Beginning Again

